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Just when you thought it was safe to walk
on the fairway, you hear a strange noise. Is
it a bird? Is it a bomb? No-its the new
sound of golf. From the innovative,
daredevil country that introduced bungee
jumping comes a revolutionary new take
on golf, NEW ZEALAND GOLFCROSS,
a game where you shoot for goal instead of
a hole, with a oval ball that really is smart.
For many golfers, constantly assailed with
information about the importance of the
golf balls perfect roundness, it comes as a
surprise to learn that the oval golf ball is
considerably more stable and significantly
easier to control than its round counterpart.
In NEW ZEALAND GOLFCROSS, author
Burton Silver chronicles the evolution of
this remarkable game, explains the unique
flight properties of the oval ball, and offers
shot-making tips and strategies to take out
onto the course. With Silver as your caddy,
youll learn how to hit the ball straighter,
longer, and with any degree of fade or
draw. The deluxe presentation pack
includes a competition-grade golfcross
ball, along with a rubber tee adapter, so
you can experience for yourself the
advanced capabilities of the worlds first
oval golf ball. Beautifully photographed on
specialized cross-country courses, this
book and its amazing ball are a must for all
golf lovers and anyone who likes to think
outside the round.

Media - GolfCross At present the only GolfCross courses are in New Zealand, but with the low New Zealand Kiwi ball
(golf cross) - YouTube The Llao Llao GolfCross GoalGolf course, the first in the Americas, was Station Bush GolfCross New Zealand has created a beginner-friendly game by making a rugby-shaped golf ball that is hit through
uprights. Argentina - GolfCross Station Bush. The Station Bush GolfCross Course is less than 10 minutes How to
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